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INTRODUCTION

Three iron meteorites found on Mars have
successively held the title ‘most massive’:
“Heat Shield Rock” (HSR - discovered
2004), 50 kg, “Block Island” (BI - 2009),
240 kg, and “Littleton” (2015), 6370 kg.
Each has in turn been considered evidence
of past, denser martian atmospheres,
however . . . . .
Chappelow and Sharpton [1] found that
HSR could be slowed enough to soft-land
on Mars’ surface, even by the modern, ~6
mbar martian atmosphere, given certain
specific entry conditions:
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Like HSR and BI, Littleton is an iron
meteorite, covered with regmaglypts
caused by atmospheric passage, and
shows no evidence of impact damage or
deformation. Stereo-derived measurement
yields a volume of ~0.8 m3 and a mass of
6366 kg (assuming density = 7900 kg/m3).

HSR would have to follow a long, ‘over
the horizon’ (2) or ‘fallback’ (3) type of
flight path to survive impact . . . .
Figure 2: Possible atmospheric flight paths
for objects incident on Mars: (1) ‘direct’, (2)
‘over the horizon’, (3) ‘fallback’, (4) ‘escape’.
(1) impacts the surface short of the horizon
point (H); (2) and (3) are termed ‘over-thehorizon’ and ‘fallback’ flight paths, and are
many times longer in both length and time-offlight than direct ones (1). Objects whose
entry mass, velocity and angle are too high
for the atmosphere to sufficiently decelerate
them follow paths like (4), and escape the
atmosphere. (The atmosphere (gray) and
flight paths are radially exaggerated.)

. . . . or be destroyed in a crater-forming
hypervelocity impact (1), or escape the
atmosphere entirely (4).
Likewise, Chappelow and Golombek [2]
found that BI could have landed on Mars
under current atmospheric conditions,
though it almost certainly followed a
fallback-type flight path and would have
been an unusual event: 1 in 14,500 [2].

Doubling the atmosphere to 12 mbar
produced a few fallback meteorite results
(Fig. 5), but these are rare events, and all
still impact the surface at very nearly 2
km/s (minimum – 1.93 km/s):

METHODS

A 4th order Runge-Kutta method was
used to simulate atmospheric passage of
large numbers of Littleton-like (6500 kg)
meteoroids [1,2]. It was "scanned" over
ranges of interest in entry velocity and
angle (see the figures).
Test objects were started from an
altitude of 100 km (9 atmospheric scale
heights), followed to impact or escape,
and the results tabulated according to
impact speed and flight path type (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: For certain restricted ranges of entry angle and velocity (blues), the current martian
atmosphere can decelerate/ablate entering HSR-like iron meteoroids (60 kg) enough that they
‘soft land’ as meteorites on the surface. These all follow long, low-probability, ‘over the horizon’
or ‘fallback’ type flight paths (see below). Ones that enter at steeper angles impact the surface
at over 2 km/s (reds), while ones with higher entry speeds/shallower entry angles simply pass
through the atmosphere and escape. Impact velocity contours are in km/s.
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A condition that impact velocity, vf , be
less than 2 km/s was used as the limit for
identifying any survivable impacts.
Meteroids impacting at higher velocities
will form craters and be deformed or
destroyed in the process.
Given its large size and relatively intact
state, Littleton probably impacted
significantly slower than 2 km/s to survive,
so this actually represents a generous
estimate of its impact speed.

RESULTS

For the 6 mbar martian atmosphere (Fig.
4), not one Littleton-type object struck the
surface at less than 2.3 km/s - well above
our limit of 2 km/s for an intact meteorite.
Only over the horizon or fallback type flight
paths produced any impacts at less than
4.6 km/s:

Figure 5: When the atmosphere is increased to double the current value, a few ‘fallback
meteorite’ results appear (pale blue), however the required entry conditions are exceedingly
restricted, and highly improbable. Therefore the 12 mBar atmosphere may be considered an
absolute lower bound to the martian atmosphere Littleton would have encountered. It is almost
infinitely more likely that much denser atmospheric conditions prevailed.

No Littleton meteorite results occur via
‘direct’ flight paths until the atmospheric
surface pressure reaches ~44 mBar:

Figure 6: No Littleton meteorite results occur via ‘direct’ flight paths until the atmosphere
reaches 44 mbar (dark blue). Thus, Psurf ~50 mbar may be considered a realistic minimum for
the atmosphere when Littleton soft landed on Mars. Even then, the vast majority of potential
Littleton meteorites would instead pulverize themselves in hypervelocity impacts, and Littleton
would represent an exceptional event.

CONCLUSIONS

The current 6 mbar martian atmosphere
could have landed Heat Shield Rock and
even Block Island, but cannot account for
iron meteorite Littleton.
To soft land on Mars, Littleton must have
entered at least a 12 mbar atmosphere.
A more realistic estimate for the
minimum martian atmospheric surface
pressure when Littleton arrived is ~50
mbar.

Figure 4: For objects as massive as Littleton, even fallback flight paths result in impact speeds
of over 2.3 km/s. No test objects on direct flight paths struck the surface at less than 4.6 km/s.
Thus the 6 mbar atmosphere cannot slow Littleton-sized iron meteoroids to survivable speeds
before impact, even given our conservative survival speed estimate of 2 km/s.
Figure 3: Meteorite Block Island, 240 kg, like HSR, could also theoretically be slowed
enough to soft land on Mars’ surface, even by just a 6 mbar atmosphere. However, its entry
conditions would be even more severely restricted and it would almost certainly follow a
fallback flight path. Even a slightly steeper entry would result in catastrophic impact;
slightly shallower and it would escape the atmosphere. Impact velocity contours are in
km/s. (Minor artifacts apparent in the figure are due to the gridded nature of the data.)
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